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The American flag flies at ball mast in rememberance of the sailors who died
last week on the Uss Iowa.
Iowa crewmen mourned
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) —
Thousands of grieving friends and
relatives of the fallen 47 Crewmen
from the battleship USS Iowa
gathered quietly Monday and heard
President Bush praise their loved ones
as "brothers in eternity. "
"We join today in mourning for the
4" who perished, and in fact for the
11 who sursived," the president
told a packed memorial service at
Norfolk Naval Air Station. "They all
were, in the words of a poet. 'the men
behind the guns!"
"They came from Hifalgo, Texas;
(inland, Ohio; Tampa, Florida;
Costa Mesa, California. They came to
the .Navy as strangers, served the
Navy as shipmates and friends, and
left the Navy as brothers in eternity.
In the finest Navy tradition, they .serv-
ed proudly on a peat battleship, the
USS Iowa."
The president, a World War II •
Navy pilot, said he was proud to
recommission the Iowa in 1984 and
said it had earned 11 battle stars in
two wars.
But with the still-unexplained fire
and explosion last Wednesday in the
battleship's No. 2 gun turret, he said.
"Fate has written a sorrowful chapter
the history of this great ship."
Victims' relatives and hundreds of
sailors and officers in dress blues were
among the 6,000 people. crowded in-
to a hangar for the service. A bouquet
of red roses was placed in front of the
podium; behind were an American
- (see IOWA page
Incomplete grades may
become `E's sooner
coc passes new resolution
• by Lisa Cline
—Staff Write
The Council of Colleges passed a
resolution klonday that would require
students to make up incomplete grades
by the tenth week of 'the next full
' semester.
According to-current University of
Mainc policy, students have one year to
--..complete unfinished course requirements
before their grade is t onserted to an E.
The recommendation to' shorten the
make-up time was added as an amend-
ment to a report by the council's Com-
mittee on Academic Affairs that calls for
the re-evaluation of the university's in-
complete policy.
Thc measures proposed in the report
must now be approved t7s the ad-
ministration before they can become
university policy.
John Zoldi associate professor of
physical science and mathematics and
chair of the committee, said the recom-
mended changes are an attempt to
"tighten up" the university's
Part of the problem with the current
policy, Zoldi said, stems from the fact
that many faculty members are not cer-
tain when the granting of an incomplete
is appropriate.
An incomplete indicates that a deci-
sion on a final course grade has been
postpOned because work ordinarily ex-
pected toile completed by the end_of a.
semester has not been finished due to
circumstances beyond the student's
control.
Accordiniviaa_ study conducted by ._
the-Office-athe RegisowIttcompletes
comprise 2 percent of all grades award-.
ed at the end, of each semester. One-third
of these grades remain unfinished at the
end of the one-year time period.
Zoldi said the recommended changes
are more specific about when in-
completes are to be granted, the condi-
tions that must be met in order to com-
plete course requirements, and the length
of time that those requirements must be
met.
According to the report, extensions
will only be granted in certain ex-
tenuating circumstances.
In other action, the council elected
COC officers for the 1989-1990
academic year.
Charles Russ, associate prctessor of
chemistry, was elected to the office of
chair, replacing James Acheson. pro-
fessor of anthropology.
Also elected were Tom Christenson,
associate professor of agricultural and
forest engineering, to the office of vice
chair and Constance Holden, associate
professor of developmental mathematics
and scienc, to the office of secretary...
The council also voted approve a
resolution to change the name of the
COC to the Faculty Senate.
With their vote, the members agreed
to accept the accompanying changes in
the Constitution of the Council.
The recommendation will now be
,..votod on by the university facults. The
(see CO( page 11)
North case jury still out
,WASHINGTON (AP) — One of the
jurors weighing Oliver North's fate com-
plained Monday of high blood pressure
and the judge said, "there is a cold virus
running through other jurors," but
deliberations in North's trial continued
through a third day.
In mid-afternoon, the jury sent a note
to U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell
that "people are complaining of being
too close, too tight." and asked "can
you help with a bigger room."
Gesell did. He made his courtroom
available with U.S. marshals at the front
and back doors. Until then, the jury had
been in a 18-by-12 room and had the use
of a similar-size adjoining room as a
lounge.
The jurors spent about six hours in
their task before quitting for the day.
They have deliberated a total of 15 hours
since they began on Friday.
In her note, jury foreman Denise M.
Anderson asked for a dozen yellow legal .
pads and said in a footnote that "right
now we are reading (no talking) through
documents that pertain to the charges!'
She said, too,"IF! will always take
lunch at 12:00 noon for one hour,"
suggesting that the jurors were settling
in for an extended stay.
"None of these people are complain-
ing they can't go forward," said Gesell
after he received the note about the
juror's blood pressure. He summoned
lawyers for both sides into the cour-
troom for the first time since the jun, -
received the case last Thursday.
But, Gesell said, "there is a potentially
a health problem with these jurors "
There was no discussion in court of
1.1• hat course would be followed if any
the jurors were forced to drop out.
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LIVE IN ORONO! With Help From 1FOX 1-04.7-FM
ROBERT CRAY
BAND
Featuring the
MEMPHIS
HORNS &
IVAN
NEVILLE
Thursday, April 27, 1989 at 8:00 p.m.
All Seats Reserved, $18.50
For Tickets & Information 5111-17%
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Tuesday Night Special
Pasta
Till
Bustal
Only $5•95
Spaghetti, fettucini, and zita,
sauced to your hearts content.
Served with a crisp garden salad.
restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
News Briefs
Jordan's prime minister resigns
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Prime
Minister Zaid Rifai and. his govern-
ment resigned Monday because of
riots over price increases impoSed as
pan of an austerity program. King
Hussein did not name a successor
immediately.
' In an official statement read an
statctdevision. Hussein called for "a
comprehensise national res icy." that
Would 'Make each citizen feel we are
in a periM\of complete reorganiza-
tion. "
He did not say when a replacement
would be named for ifai. a 52-year -
Old boyhood friend of*'king who
was educated in the Lint -States and
had been prime minister since 1985.
Hussein assigned secretaries-
general of government ministries, se-
cond in rank to appointed minister<
to tun their departments until a new
gosernment is formed. -
Four dabs of riots in which at least
nine people were killed began Apri1.
If1 in the southern city of Maan and
spread to dOuns of cities and tow !IS:
Many rioters called for Rifai's ouster
hut also shouted ..urvisort for the king.
Officials said'! he toll row to nine,.,
with theylcath Monday evening of an
air force major shot during riots in
the town of Mazar.
Many Jordanians blame the prime
minister for declining using Stan-
dards. Annual per capita income has ,
fallen from S2,000 in the Mid-1980s to
about $1,200.
Soviet committee to examine reforms
MOSCOW (AP) — Four years in-
to Mikhail S. Gorbaches's reforms,
the Comnaunist Party leadership must
decide how to handle restive na-
tionalities. how much power ,to give /
a new legislature and other questioos/
perestroika has raised.
Some of them, including the Gite
of political maverick Boris N. Yeltsin,
may. come up at a Central Commit-
tee meeting that begins today.
Gennady I. Gerasimos, spokesman
for the Foreign Ministry, told a
reporter no agenda had been an-
nounced for the Central Committee,
which has more than 300 members,
but said the nationalities issue would
not be on it. A Western diplomat said
the question probably would come
up, howexer, at least briefly._
At least 20 people were killed in -
ethnic violence last month in SOviet
Georgia and more than 90 were kill-.
ed last year in Armenia and, Azerhai-
jan, neighboring republics in the
Caucasus region.
Gorbaches, 58. has said an entire
Central Committee meeting this sum-
mer will he desoted to policy toward
the more than 100 nationalities in the -.-
Soviet Union.
He indicated in a meeting Jan 8
with the scientific and cultural figures
that a separate plenum would focus
on "conception of social-economic
development of the country." Gor-
baches may have been referring to the
session that begins today.
British climber falls from pyramid
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A British
tourist fell to his death after he illegal-
ly climbed the Great Pyramid, then
•
the largest of the three Giza pyramids,
said John Hillman, an embassy
An officer at Giza police said
Flanagan apparently was alone on his,
climb and that foul play was :not
suspected
He did not explain how authorities
dozed off, authorities said Mony. toppling to his death.
knew Flanagan. 21, fell asleep.before.
Id Flanagan apparen*:_l_ elfraniid h_climbins_as _beer. done_
climbed the 482-foot pyramid Satur- • for centuries. Records show more
day, night, a British Embassy than 1.600 climbers have died in the
spokeswoman said. His body yvas .._ past 200 years, and • at least 200 of
found Sunday beside the monument, them in the last 50 years.
The last reported death was in 1980
when Susanne Urban, a 2I-year-old
American, was killed in a fall.
Pytamid climbing was banned in
1951 but enforcement has been lax
•
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Court upholds roadblock conviction
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The
state supreme 'court on Monday
upheld the legality of a Bangor police
roadblock, rejecting a convicted
drunken driver's argument that tht
stop violated her Fourth Amendment
right against unreasonable search and
Sell UM_
Justices ruled unanimously that
Margaret McMahon's rights were not
violated, even though the roadblock
did not stop all.dItyers who passed
through it. The court has previously
upheld police roadblocks, provided
that certain drivers are not singled out
and all are treated equally.
In the Bangor roadblock, police
would stop the first four cars that
. came along, then allow all other traf-
fic to pass until the four cars were
-__checked. Then, the next four cars that
came along were pulled over and
checked for a variety of siolations, in-
cluding operating under the influence.
"As long as it's every four or
something...it's the same as a
roadblock that stops everybody."
said Philip Worden, an assistant
district attorney from Penobscot
County who made oral arguments
before the supreme court last month.
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Bush pleased with progress of first 100 days
CHICAGO (AP) — President Bush
on Monday pronounced himself "pleas-
ed with the progress we've made" in 100
days and said he will soon make key
arms control and foreign policy decisions
that will chart a course for the future.
"In three short months we've made a
good start coming up to grips with issues
demanding urgent attention and decisive
action." he told newspaper publishers
attending The Associated Press annual
luncheon.
He ticked off his savings and loan
legislation, ethics proposals, the begin-
ning of a war on drugs and agreements
with.Congress on the federal badge: and
Contra aid.
At the same time, he said defense and
foreign policy reviews, environmental
legislation and a program to deal with
homelessness "are all on the horizon."
Bush spoke at the luncheon a short
while after Vice President Dan Quayle
told The Associated Press annual
meeting that the biggest surprise of his
first 100 days in office is the enjoyment
he receives from foreign travel. The
publishers who attended the AP func-
tions were also in town for the annual
meetings of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association. • .
setting out on. a trip to
Austrailia and Asia, also said he had an
opportunity to work closely with the
president every day "to see how he for-
mulates his policies."
Employees' dismissal
letters released
One of the University of Maine
employees fired Friday admitted to falsi-
fying his resume and to stealing from the
univerraty, while the other t wo employees
admitted to stealing from the uniscrsi-
ty, their dismissal letters stated.
The letters, released on Monday. also
state a UMaine System audit indicated
"serious irregularities and lack of ac-
countability."
The letters were sent from Director of
University Dining Service John Rebstock
and were dated April 21.
Former Dining Service Manager
David Botto admitted to "theft of
university property and falsification of
his resume," his dismissal letter stUted.
Botto had been employed by the univer-
sity for about 10 months.
Karen Lebel and Ed Hayward both
former assistant service managers, in the
Memorial Union. admitted to "theft' of
university property."
Lebel had been employed, at the \
university for 10 months and Hayward
began about five months ago.
University sources said Sunday the
three stole small amounts of money and
food or drink.
Alan Reynolds, UMaine Chief ot
Police said the case against the three is
still under investigation.
Botto's resume could not be disci°s
ed as it is considered personal informa-
tion and not available to the public.
The Bush-Quayle team took office on
Jan. 20 and marks 100 days on Saturday.
Before reciting his own report card,
Bush pledged to "follow every in-
telligence lead in the effort to win
freedom for Terry Anderson." The
AP's chief Middle East correspondent
,
had been held-hostage since disappear-
ing in Beirut more than four years ago.
The president said he was not able to
provide any good news on Anderscon's
prospects for freedom, but said, "We will
go the extra mile and do what we
can."
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Biggest Sale Even!
With summer coming.
inventory must be
slashed
Hit CD's -$12.99 each or 2 for $25.00
Mid-line CD's_-. just $10.00 each
All new Lys 1 Cassettes A buck off
regular price
Used LP's - Buy 4, get a 5th FREE 
-
sale RUNS FROM Apnil 24 tnnu A,111i1 29
Dr. Record;
20 Main St., Orono
866-7 874
A New Student
Center
How would
you like to
see your
erg
money
--------...._r
university of I &gory klectuten Student (enter
Student tentet at talgatti
Student Population of 16.0011
On a building like this
or on a sixty five
dollar parking space?
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Franke Pies
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• Wednesday. April 26 at 8:00 P.M.
in the Damn Yankee
$1}30 -ARS' Cash bar with I.D.
Open to all Soda and Munchies :
: Come enjoy the
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I he 'Farm Macturien Building will he mosrd lo net' location behind Hhehner Hall.
Historic barn to become
agricultural museum
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
The last remaining structure from one
of the three farms that originally. made
up the University of Maine was sched-
uled to-be torn down until concerned
faculty stepped in.
The tan barn across the street from the
Performing Arts Center, known as the
Farm Machinery. Building, had been
dubbed an eyesore fOr people visiting
the Center, said Hayden Soule, associate
professor of agriculture and fon-st
engineering.
Soule said that UMaine President
Dale Lick had been receiving complaints
and thought he ma tear it down.
Professor Emeritus Winston Pullen.
together with Soule proposed to use the
barn as an agricultural museum. Souk
said Lick approved of the idea.
Tom Cole, director of facilities
management, said the barn will be mov-
ed to a location behind- Hitchner Hall.
The cost of the mose and the new foun-
dation would he about S75.000
put the project has -come to a stand-
still due to a lack of 'funds.
Soule said that if the university could
come up with the temporary funds, the
**Save the Barn ( ommittee" would hold
(see BARN page 11
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It is not over yet!!
Senior Challenge '89
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
WIN PRIZES AS A CLASS AGENT
Senior Challenge '89 is still going strong. Please return your
pledge card to Crossland Alumni Center or the Student Activities
Office (2nd floor. ,Memorial Union) as soon as possible.
Pledge cards will be accepted through the end of the year
; and are available at either Crossland Alumni Center or the Senior
„
Council Booth in the Memorial Union.
MAKE THIS YEARS SENIOR CHALLENGE
THE BEST EVER, PLEDGE TODAY.
SHARE- AlnrCrOT YOUR-WORLD!!!
The time has come
Share a piece of your world..
t!1J b
CJii-LLi!.i
‘beshorld Is
•••
A pledge to share
in the future of 1
UMaine! ft
Sa‘ -Yes-
your class 4
agents when they
ask you to take
"The Challenge"
---jAarch-ITTcpn-T- •
'Watch for brochure and look for a -booth -;
in-the Limon
Call 581 -ALUM. Ask for Lauren 1.
Attention: Class Agents, all initializel pledge cards must be
turned in by Friday. April 28th to ensure that you receive your
prizes at Senior Challenge RecognitionSght on May 4th. For those
who have earned a Senior Challenge Class Agent T-shirt, they are
in so stop by Crossland Alumni Center.
Questions?
Call 58 I -AWM.
•
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College graduates gt pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any dthese new Ford cars and truck 
Your New England VPrd Ikalers think you should be rewarded fOr:
'..those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care-
remeniber. That's why we've intrOduced a hassle-free waV for
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
. We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars.or.trucks
-featured below. Other purchase- incentives may also be.available.
But You must take delivery by Dec. 31.
To qualit', you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year
zollege, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan.1, -1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof itive of the value
of an edutlition, 
See your New England .Ford Dealer for details. or more
information, call this toll-free number-1-800-321-1536.
-• 415011M. --'121i4
*WOWMustm%
Thumierhtrd
NEW ENGLAND
FORD
FORD DEALERS
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Maine Youth Center in need
SOUTH PORTLAND. Maine (AP) •
— Even before a Maine Youth Center
worker was temporarily suspended for a
mock hanging of the teddy bear belong-
ing to a you:4 'murder defendant..
--Troubles at the youth facility-here were
_beginning to simmer, administrators and
_workers _say_ •
Superintendent Richard Wyse said
female staff members have been com-
plaining that they are assaulted by some
of the female residents, and other of-
ficials have said many of the youth
center's buildings are falling apart.
In one building, for example, female--
cesident. use paint chips. to cut
thCinselmeS so the can scrawl messages On
the walls in their own blood, Wyse said.
Overcrowding has also added to the
troubles that will require time and money
to correct, officials said.
in 'recent years as the center has adopted
new responsibilities. including housing
and evaluating youngsters before--,court
APPearences. The center got into the
news earlier this-month with the suspen-
Corrections Commissioner Donald__ .sion of a worker who staged a mock_
Allen said the center would ideally hold " hinging of the teddy` bear belonting to
-200 residents. but there are genesally260---A-1-year.okl murder suspect Scott James.
people held there. • "I can well understand anyone at the
"II appears we get the funding we Maine Youth Center being cynical,"
'need to get under the lass," Wyse said. said state Rep. Cushman D Anthony. D-
That means the youth center gets enough South Portland. "We've done a lousy job
money to avoid,lawsuits over its condi- for them. "
tions, but not enouA to -do its job well, Wyse disagrees with some former
he said. . lets who say the center is in a state of
The troubles have been compounded -.Crisis. but he said a decade of neglect is
of repair
starting to take its toll, -
The proposed construction of a new
30-bed juvenile facility in Bangor would :
ease some of the overcrowding in South
Portland. officials „say, but that would
take two years to build, find the entire
project is dependent on a $45 million
bond_ issue for_  „Oki' and pf:11011_
construction.
A report from Anthony's Juvenile „
Corrections Planning Commission sug-
gests that the Maine Youth Center's
population be cut to 100 by the year- 2000
as four regional juvenile facilities are se!
up.
"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY MEMO WEEKENDS.
When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined-my 'local Army
National Guard. - • -
They're the pe-ople whiChelp our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our county's military
defense. 0
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.
As soon as I finished kdvanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and,books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
More than $11,0 0 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back —up to
$1500 a year, plus-interests--
hall adds up to $18.000 --or more _
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR 'DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600 OR MAIL THIS
COUPON..
'In HaWatt 737 5255. Puerto Rico 721 4550. Guam 477 9957.-Virgin Islands
St Cmix 773-6438, New Jersey 800,452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local
phone director) . • .
C 1985 Untied States Government as represented by the Secretary d Defense'
All nghts reserved
1
MAIL TO. Army National Guard, P.0 Box 6000, Cliftbn. N307015
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WHATEVER YOUR OPINION
YOUR VOTE COUNTS
VOTING PLACES:
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS -'In your commons 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. &4 to 6 .m.
OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS - Memorial Union 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
BANGOR CAMPUS - Commons 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
7
eft
-
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Editorial
Cutler Health
is alive & well
During the past school year, Cutler Health Centeroperations have been scrutinized from everyperspective and has not always come out
problem-free.
The troubles began in the fall when eight nurses resigned
claiming the center was replacing registered nurses with less
qualified personnel.
As a result, Cutler was forced to cut back from the
24-hour health care program which eventually led to a
demonstration of disgruntled students.
Bad became worse when Roberta Berrien suddenly .
resigned from the directorship oh Feb. 2, citing a lack of -
administrative support.
. One would expect an organization tsvice as large to .fold -
over, but nothing of the kind has happened.
If anything, the'center pulled together and, under the _
leadership of a six-person management team, Cutler is
more than thriving.
To date. personnel are being slowly, but surely, replaced
and the hours are almost as they were -- 24-hour infirmary
care has been re-installed for the weekdays and 24-hour
urgent care has been made available for the weekends.
Around-the-clock infirmars care still needs to be offered
for the weekends and urgent cart for the weekdays, but the
management team is confident it will be back -to full '
operation bs fall. 
.
It seems as though the center has had a tough bout with
the flu-and is finally on the road to recovery, .
In March, -Dwight Rideout, dean of Student Sersices,
was quoted as saying, "we hope students will sec we're try-
ing to keep their faith by doing all we can to give them
quality health care."
The recent increase in hours and the on-going attempt to
improve health care has more than proved that the effort is
being madei,to "keep the faith."
And so, to the Cutler Health Center staff and 'its
management team, congratulations on a job well done.
at6tha
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It's biking season now!
(No obscenities, please.)
It's that time of year again.
and they are everywhere weav-
ing in and out of traffic, getting
in your way, looking and acting
like thes own the road and mak-
ing general nuisances Of
themselves. Don't you hate
those obnoxious bikers!?
Sorry, but I've got news for
you. They hate you even more
than you hate them. I'm one of
those obnoxious bikers and
every year I anxiously await the
day when I can get out on my
I2-speed and start spinning. But
I always forget about the jerks
driving their cars who enjoy
ruining my ride
Last week I tuned up the
bike, put air in the tires and dug
out the lycra shorts. I jumped
on my bike anxious to see just
how out of shape I've gotten.
Now, I try to get as far away
from people as, possible since !-
don't enjoy Carnaros and El
Caminos whizzing past me
shouting obscenities, but since
I use in almost-downtown•
Bangor I have to go through a,
semi-popidated area to get out.
Inevitably, I rneet up the
usual hassles.
There are many different
- v—a—nelies óUiheke nTe ruining"
jerks that-r*,encountered over
the years. The \first is Hot-rod
Ricky. - - -
Ricky Oyes a spilled up
1970 something-or-other with
huge truck tires and no muffler.
, The rear-end of the car is jack-
ed up so high that when Ricky
looks out the rear-view mirror
he sees the clouds and the sun.
.He never drives slower than 80
mph and he loves/hates
obstacles.
When Ricky sees a biker on
the road, he finds it absolutely
necessary to honk his -horn 20
Or 30-consecutive, times and he
refuses to. slow down or mose
  around the biker. Ridky has
Cynthia
Beckwith
been known to hease. in-
discriminate objects at the
biker, expecially if he has a
friend in the car with him.
Once Ricky gets past the
biker, he will slow down to see
if the biker crashed or had a
heart attack or is gising him the
finger. If none of the above
happened, Ricky will usually
give the biker the finger just to
let the biker know who is really
cool..
The next type _Qf jerk -4.the
Zoldet fatherly type whois nor-
mally a 
--somewhat decent
human being. wen call this one
'Mr: Jones. . • -
.Mr. J hates 'bikers because
!they cause him to have to slow
down, move his steering *heel
a little to the left and think a lit-
tle pore than usual. This is no
fun for Mr. 1 since he has a
rough enough lift, what with
the job, the wife and the kids.
When he sees a biker he starts
-swearing immediately. Then he
slams on the brakes so that the
wife .smoshes her face against
the windshield. If there is a Car
coming the other way, the
language gets worse and Mr. .1
really starts fuining.
,By the time he gets by the
biker, he has decided that all
hikers should, be obliterated and
that the production of ,bis.-ycles .
should be discontinued. He is
shaking his head hack and forth
and is yelling at his wife about
the selfishness of those stupid
people on bikes. It is also in-
teresting to note that Mr. J's
idea of exercise is taking out the
trash on Tuesday evening.
Our next Jide-ruining in-
dividue--ia—Grandma Smith.
Now Grandma doesn't inten-
tionally ruin rides, but she just
doesn't see all that well these
days. So when Grandma does
come up on a biker she is usual-
ly two feet and four inches from
the rear tire of the bike. She hits
the brakes and swerves out into
the other lane and then swerves
back in approximately two in- '.'-es•
chei in front of the biker.
Grandma's reflexes aren't
what they used to be either, so
she tends to over-swerve,
sometintes making screeching
noises with her tires. Once she
has completed' her maneuvers,
she slows right down to 12 mph
to catch her breath and make
sure_hateirt Is still.beaiing_
Atithis point the biker,A00
Is buzzing signs at 20 mph,
Passes her and they begin the,
entire routine once again
I'm not categorizing all
motorists, but there do Veem to
be a large number who do not
understand the point of view of
the cyclist. If, you are one of
these people, I suggest you bor-
row a bike for a' day and try to
ride in downtown Bangor or
even in Orono for a few hours.
• And please, wear a sign idea-
Wing yourself so I can torment
you with .my car.
Cynthia Beckwith is a senior
who' isn't sure if' smosh' Is a
word or not.
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on campus, which is intended to
consolidate student act is ities on
campus and allesiate the
crowding in the Memorial
Union.
'The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday, April 25. 1989..
Response
New union feels 110 'small burden'
To the editor:
We are all (supposedly) mature adults
here at the University of Maine. So why
don't we act that way and stop calling
each other names?
The new Student Center is a great
idea. Ices face it. Students need a special
place run for them and by them, a place
tO meet and have a good time. But we
should also realize that, first and
foremost, we're here for an education,
nbt socialization.
The people responding to Eric Ewing's
letter had some very viable points, but
calling him "resentful and self-centered"
in. my opinion was going too far.
Some people at this school have to pay
for their entire education themselves,
and have a hard enough time getting
enough money together for existing bills.
A hundred dollars that they would never
receive any benefit from is not a "small
burden".
You should try some alternative
method for raising the required money.
How about taking out a loan, and as
soon as the st inlemzenteris completed,
start charging the students who benefit
most from its construction.
Please don't give me bills to pay that
do me no benefit. That's like buying a
car you can't drive.
Blaine L. Jones
Oxford Hall
New student union will be a c
To the editor:
The way I see things it seems
that half of/this-campus needs
to wake up. Today, there will be
a referendum to decide if we,
the students, will begin to*pay
a mandatory fee for the con-
struction of a new student
Center. As is, voting for this
would he a costls mistake, not
only for the-students who are
currently 'going here hut for
students who will be able to
take adsintage of this building
once it's completed. .
Just a side note Wheri will it
be completed? If I remember,
corieeity the new bOolistore,
urgently needed facility_ took
TWO years to build while the
baseball-clubhouse took what,
a few months to build? This
new building is much larger"
than the bookstore, thus it will
take much longer to build.
Next, the "propaganda"
that's been littering this campus
has come right out and stated •
Ihat-one Orthereasonivieneen
a new student center is because
the funds from our $100 per
semester Student Life...00ps,
Comprehensive Fee. have been
channeled awas from funding
the Memorial Union. Ap-
parently the newsstand's hours
have been cut down and a
number of other budget cuts at
the Union have been
implimented.
Now, if the Student Venter is
built, the Union is going to stay
Letters to the editor should be 300
words or less, and guest columns
should be about 450 words.
For verification purposes, a name.
address, and telephone number
'MUST be included with all letters.
Letters received without a name
and telephone number will not be
printed until they can be verified.
1 he Daily Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for length,
taste, and libel
in operatibtr-My question lu
this: if there is not enough
money now to run an undersiz-
ed student union, just how are
we going to get the money to
fund the operation of two of
them? Face it folks, that means
an increase in the Comprehen-
sive Fee every one of you hates
to pay..Are we ready to do this
"for the good of the students
that will attend here in the
future?"
I believe, that, yes, we do need.-- .....----
a new student union. Yes, the
plan to build a new union is a
istake
good one and the design is ex-
cellent. But there has Mlle a
better was. :7 -
The basis of this letter is not
the greed that Eric Ewing
displayed in his letter a few days.
ago; I would gladly shell out my
hard-earned monev for the
good of students, but until Dr.
Dale Lick starts doing
something useful with the fees
we're already paying, be
voting "NO" today.
Kevin L. Kluck
Somerset Hall
Will the Student Center serve a student need?
Today. she students of the 
University of Maine in Orono
are voting on a referendum for- .
a nesi'studcnt center to be built '
Guest Column
This Student Center is to be
paid for, in part, by the student
body, and is advertised as a fee
that is "not imposed by the ad-
ministration, but by us." It is
an-approach that is bound to be
appealing in the light of the
oserwhelming feeling of
helplcssnes% on this campus
concerning administrative func-
tions. Bet weep the overCrowding
last fall, the 'dreadful parking
situation. discretionary funds,
and scheduling our illnesses to
suit the Cutler Health Center, it
is no, surprise that students are
drawn to a Center paid for by
themselves, to be run by
and having no ad-
ministrative inter ference
.But despite the fervid air of
by the people, for the people,
of the people" and "no taxation
without representation," there
are ,some serious doubts to be
considered on the subject of the
Student Center. The first of
these is the financing.
Assuming that after the first
years the fee will be S50 per
Semester, I, as a freshman, will
pay $200 for a building I may
never use Assuming theist is
invested soundly, it will be_five_
by Kathryn M. Holly
sears at least before the requisite,
half of the $12-15 million is col-
lected. I will have graduated by
then.
In the meantime, I am one of
the students here at UMaine
paying my own way. $200 can
and probably will make the dif-
ference between my attending a'
semester of college or nOt.
freshman coming in during rris
senior year will shell out S400"
before the Center is ever started,
and will probably never use it
either,. Friends insteuer finatk
cial situation worry that the
proposal itself is not complete.
While we are waiting to col--
lect all the moncs for the
building, who's going to hang
on to it? Who's going to choose
the final design? If the ad-
ministration has anything to do
with the funding, how much
control are they going to have
over the plans?
Case in point, the Student
Life Fee (now Comprehensive)
was conceived to cover services
that we were already paying for.
Yet the proceeds have been
poured into the Memorial
Union where the proposal for
the Center itself notes _they
haven't done any good. If the
General Student Senate holds
the money...do you want GSS to
hase ".5 million dollars?
Will the Student Center real-
ly serve a student need, or an
administrative need for the
space vacated when all services
are- moved into the new, $12-15
-million Student Center?
Wouldn't it be somewhat con-
venient if we volunteered to in-
crease our own tuitions? This is
an easy way to spend $7.5
million of our money they're
going to have to spend anyway..__
Politically, none of the stigma
can be attached to the ad-
ministration -- after all, we of-
fered to pay.
In any case, the administra-
tion should be paying because,'
the Memorial Union, original.;
ly intended for these purposes,
is being taken over as a, con-
ference center; and a decent stu-
dent center would attract
students to UMaine. It is fur-
ther unfair that the students of
today build a building that thes
. will never have the use of,
wimps a bond issue would
take care of that, in that the
students who actually used the
Icenter would pay for it. If cur-
rent students wish to help the
effort, they should contribute to
the General • Alumni
Association.
Also, if the student body is
only paying hall of the. 12-15
mil,who's paying the other
half? The administration? The
administration will take it out
of our tuition. That way we'd
pay both halves. The state?
given their recent track
record on allocating funds nen
for academic buildings. Some
kind benefactor or alumnus?-
Possibly, but this is still not Or.
I find it interesting, that
GSS reduced in, numbers by_
sheer apathy is pushing this-
center so hard. Does their desire..
-truly reflect that of the student
body for a Center, or is this
Center really to be an expensive
to for the politically active?
I am sure that a majority of
senate members believe that
their proposal is for the good of
the student body. Nevertheless.
I think their reasoning may have
been swayed by the prospect of
a plaque with their names on it
prominantry—displayed, or
something similar in that vein.
The proposal itself has mans
flaws, for all its brevity. If one
looks at the campus map one
sees that the proposed second
floor walkways connecting to
the Union and the Arts Center
are each over one hundred feet
long. This is silly. Although the
proposal (dated 3/28/89) is
touted as a new invention, the
diagram in the proposal has
been floating around for at least
two years. Why? Is this actual
design being pushed or is it
meant to be an illustration for
the feeble-minded to distract .
them from the lack of hard
facts? And there has been little
OF no planning on where to...
move the Observatory or the'
Honors Center, let alone where
the money for the moves is to
come from.
In short, I find the designs
and the referendum ill-
concieved, ill-planned, and
rushed. Too many questions
about the Center have careful-
ly NOT been asked. I love
-UMaine, and want to see a real
campus spirit, but in this case
demagogues have stopped peo-
ple from asking the hard ques-
tions. I, for one, do not ap-
preciate being treated as too
stupid to entrust detail to. We
will have a more vibrant Cam-
pus if queasy doubts about
'these plans are addressed and
answered wilfi the facts, not
rah-rah. We should do some
serious rethinking before this
Center comes up for a vote Ap-
parently the GSS is not going to
 o it for us. It it up to the
students of UMaine to do their
OWN thinking.
Vote down this proposal oto-
day. Let's hold another vote as
soon as we ye really thought this
out.
•
-
•II The  Daily Maine Campus. 'Mead*: April 25, 1969.
Response
'Give the students a choice:
To the editor:
This is an appeal to the com-
mon sense of every student at-
tending the University of
Maine. If you value the idea of
having the choice of spending
your hard-earned money in
ways that you like, and seeing
that hard-earned dollar work
for you today when you need it,
then please vote NO on today's
referendum proposing the start
of MORE fees at UMainc.
The proposal of a Student
Center sounds good, but I sug-
gest that we find other ways to
pay for it. Give the students a
choice. Make the fee optional.
Students on the campus are jug-
gling jobs, books, children, etc.
Not everybody can afford to
pay. If people want to offer con-
tributions, let them, but don't
make us all pay for it.
We are here tb get an educa-
tion, and most-of us are also
getting loans, that, as the form
says. "must be paid back."
Some students are looking at
debts of Sl0;000 and up, after
graduation. Nov. there are
students who art proposing to
add to these bills, and for the
purpose of building a center
long after most of us have left.
Don't let UMaine fee us to
death. Think about all the in-
creases that we are facing next
year. On-campus room rates ue
going up. The Communication
Fee went up last semester, and
now they want more. Proposi-
tions include increasing the Stu-
dent Activity Fee. There is also
going to be a plan to increase
parking permits from $5 to $65
for students only (not staff or
faculty)
Where will it end? Vote NO
and put a stop to unnecessary
increases in the "COST ,OF
EDUCATION. "
Dale Lick, why don't you use
the discretionary fund for the
good of ALL students and not
just a select few?? Call on the
alumni who possibly have the
resources to help the 'effort.
Challenge the students to raise.
the money legitimately and not
TAKE it from other students.
I seem to remember last year
when everyone' was screaming
about the $100 Comprehensive
(Student Life] Fee, Have .wt
forgotten about -that? Again I
DEPRESSIN(3,1941 IT?
But if lt.t1 wAT(of
Chouti4 TV
You (Am Mott)
Aiiosi IT
-
appeal to the students to not lot
this universits impose more
mandator) fees upon us.
Vote No'
Leslee McKay
Di Merrill
\We won't see benefits of the new student center fee
the editor:
This is a letter about today's
refere um on the student
center f
Some biese that votes can
be won by amc-calling. I'm
not of that rticul school.
Instead, ca ly trsent an
argument rathe than toss
around adject ves like
"apathetic"_ and "se ish. "
First, though, I'd Ii o ques-
tion one young man's sta CTII
- that the fee "won't be im-
pliMented until the fall sem er
of 1990."
I've had this proposal before
me for about a month, and I sec
phrases like "within one year of
the date of acceptance of this
resolution "by referendum."
That could be today. I'm in the
phone book. Call and explain
your interpretation. I might get
a kick out of hearing it.
But really, listening -to the
pro-fee side's argument reminds
me of a stranger asking you for
money so that he or she can go
see a movie. The only argument
provided is that the movie is a
really. good one.
"The center will house a
larger game room, a privately-
'run food service, a movie
theater, and many offices for
student organizations!"
• I don't care if there's going to
:bc an indoor dolphin pool and
11. roller-coaster. WE WON'T
SEE IT! •It won't- be completed
until after we graduate. It's not
for us.
And yes, this is my only argu-
ment. With skyrocketing tex-
tbook prices, increasing room
and board costs, and the Com-
prehensive Fee, do we really
need another money pit? I think
not...
This is why it comes to. a
referendum. The students can
vote to serve their interests
It's terribIv important that
everybody votes! There's a
history of dismal voter turnout.
The pro-fee committee is
pushing their robots to vote Yes,
and it's. QUI job to _cpunter the..
flood.
Imagine getting a call from '
the Business Office informing
you that if you did not stop by
Alumni Hall today, mont-s
would be tacked onto your bill.
You'd be there in Minutes! It is
with this same urgencs that you
should make a trip to the din-
ing commons or the Memorial
Union to cast your vote of No.
This is not some petty Stu-
dent Government election. This
is your final tay as to whether
or not we get an additional fee.
Whether you're 18 and living in
Androscoggin Hall or you're 45
and living in Brewer, this vote
affects you!
Make the time. Save your
money. In effect, by voting no--
on .tbis and having it fail, you:-
-pay yourself by being able to
Veep the moncv that would have
been siphoned into a building
you'll never see completed. The
junior saves $40, the sophomore
keeps $100, and the first-year
student gets to spend up to S200
that would ot herw i se have been
lost.
If you belong to a pro-fee
organization and fear being
ostracized for having an -opi-
nion, just vote no and tell them
you voted yes.
Also: In ms letter printed on
April 20th. I used the term
"pig" in a hypothetical argu-
ment against me. This was us-
ed -40 repiestill•I he Inevitable
name-calling l would get. I in
no way meant to imply that so-
meone called me a pig at the
- meeting on the 13th.
EriirEwIng
Off Campus Senktor
Voting Tes'on referendums will improve student life
The purpose of this commentars is to
encourage each and every student at the
University of Maine to vote in favor of
the three student referendums being held
today. As a student advocate and leader,
Iliave witnessed-the desperate need for
an improvement in three specific areas:
student body communication, monies 
available for clubs and boards, and a
major expansion of facilities available
for the student body as a whole.
 -The-first -referendum proposes a S2 in-
crease in the commuru-4tion fee. Cur-
rent monies generated from this fee go
to The Daly ,tlarne Campus and WMEB
radio. These two groups will continue to
receive the same amount of. money the)
receive now, and monies generated from
the $2 per semester increase will go
toward additional student publications.
These include Prism yearbook, Campus
Crier, Greek Beat, FAROG Forum; and
Maine Mosaic. Many of these publica-
tions are in desperate need of funding
and will not survive without a con-
tinuous source of financial support. The
fee increase will also be incorporated in-
to ASAP, a student' publications
cooperative which can provide guidance,
peer review, and facilitate a network of
artists, writers, photographers, etc . for
these efforts.
Guest Column
by Jessica Loos
.  dent groups, whether it be OPB, Outing
•- Wilde-Stein; WME13, Of Sigma Nu
to be housed with office space and
- meeting rooms. A new student center
--could- also provide better-quality food
serv ice.
The second referendum proposes an
mrease in the student government ac-
tivity fee from SI''.50 to $20 per
semester. This money provides virtually
all funding for student boards. Off Cam-
pus Board, Residents on Campus,
Panhellic Council, Fraternity )3oard, and
Guest Lecture Series. The activity money
also goes to more than 30 campus clubs
which facilitate the interests of many
students. Some examples of these clubs
are Maine Outing Club, International
A ffoiro-Chak -Woodsmeires- Team. and
the Women's Center. By increasing fun-
ding for these groups, we are creating an
environment of mutual support for
students and enhancing a diversity in
programs and services. Activity fee
money also goes toward special pro-
grams such as Maine Day: the Soviet
pairing program, and major concerts.
Next year, $10,000 in student government
money is going toward a cooperative
concert committee founded,to improvi:
musical options here at UMaine. This ef-
fort is in conglomeration with TUBand
Maine Center for the Arts. Aii addi- „-__alrtsdy long‘tertri problem which will
tional $2.50 a semester helps-make pro- only become worse with time. What we .
grams like Bumstock, Maine Day. the.
Outing Club cabin, refrigerator rental,
and Greek Week continue to be possible.
The third referendum is a proposal to
assess a student initiated fee for the
building ,of a new student center. This
• referendum is a truly progressive step for
--A.Maine and will drastically improve the
currently inadequate services available
for students.
In 1969, an outside assessment team
stated that the current union facility was
undersized. 'That was 20 years ago and
the student body is even larger today. A'
new student center will provide a central
location for students to study, con-
gregate, and relax. A new student center
will provide a central location for all stu-
This referendum must pass so that the
university will be forced to cater to the
needs of students. The current,propOial
to. expand the existing memorial union
is merely a shon-term solution to an
need is an entirely new facility. Ffy-sho-v.-
ing the UMaine 'administration and the
state legislature that students are willing
to pay half the cost of such a building
trio more than this) we are bettering our
hopes of having a facility which other
state universities have had ior 10 years.
Although tear many indivtduth
who feel they should not pay for a_con-
struCtion Which will be built after they
have already graduated, it is worth it. If
students had invested in students in 1969.
a student center would be here today. Do
not be short-sighted or selfish in your
Contemplation of this referendum. By
-voting yes. you .are investing in future
students, just as past students should
have invested in us.
Do(
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(comtinsed from page 1)
• flag and the battleship's banners.
Outside, another 2,000 listened to the
service on loudspCaken.
The Service ,came a day after the
World War 11-era battleship eased in-
to its home port, its gun barrels scor-
ched as it's 1,500 crewmen at the rails
in white uniforms and black arm-
bands in memory of their dead
shipmates.
Capt. Fred P. Moosally, com-
mander of the Iowa, told the crowds
of mourners that he remembered the
men of turret two.
"I remember their faces as they toil-
ed at their guris,svveating an honest
sweat that comes from young men
.dedicated to a great cause," he said.
remember as they talked among
themselves, looking so much like
sailors of the past, sharing the ex-
uberance of the times and the dreams
of the future," he said.
',They were the life, the spirit and
the' suu Ourship. ..They made the
Intimate sacrifitelcir -us ... The men
of Turret Two will be part of the spirit
- of the Iowa forever."
Bush recounted seeing the Iowa off
the coast of the Phillipines as a naval
aviator in World War II, and the great
sense of confidence the big ship lent
to the fleet.
Addressing the children of the vic-
tims, he said: "You must never forget
that your father was America's
pride." .
At the end of the service, while the.
Navy Hymn was played, President
, and Mrs. Bush greeted and consoled
 
'the families of the lost men. After the
45minute service, the families attend-
ed a private reception with Moosally.
The Navy said 45 victims' families
-attended the service.
At a press briefing following the
reception, Moosally praised the hun-
dreds of men who fought the fire for
their courage_
 
(continued from page 1)
name change must also be approved by
Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
The COC also passed a resolution to
form a committee consisting of students,
faculty and administrators to study CIA
recruitment on campus.
The committee will hold public
—meetings on the subject and report back
to the council at the December 1989
meeting.
--Also passed was a proposal that the
COC examine the structure of the Greek
system and how it fits into the long term
goals of UMaine.
Among the aspects to be examined
will be the relation of the fraternity
system to social conduct and academic
-performance..
•Barn
 
(continued from page 1)
I undraisers to pay the money back.
"Ideally the barn mill be moved this
summer,", Soule said. Cole confirmed
this, saYing the move would take place
before September.
In the past, the barn has been used for
storage. It has recently been cleared out
and is now relatively-empty.
Soule said the building is in the pro-
cess of being enrolled in the Maine
Historic Register as a historic landmark.
The museum will have displays froth
the farm, home and overall environment
of the past.
-It will house a whole spectrum of
agricultural life in the past," he said. -
t •
•
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TUESDAY APRIL 25
THREE QUESTIONS 
 
WILL BE PUT UP FOR VOTE
STUDENT REFERENDUM
A. New Student Center
td*--
I . We. the student body of the University of Maine. hereby resolve to irintute a tee, entitled tht—New Student Center Construction Fee. for the
construction-of-a facility: • -
- A. Whose.title. shalfincTuck the Phrase Student Center:
IN A
—
- - -B. =primary purpose shalt_be_ to4Cille-the-needs -of-the -xtucksit- body-41 the Lint
C. conception shall be made by a governance board. whose student -members shalt contain. no less than one more than half to work-in
con znct-IQn with the director of said student center and shall maintain operation. "
allikation &space, policy, and procedures effecting use of facility.
/ D. Whose opei-ation should make every effort to be financed to the/greatest extent possible by revenues generated from the
activities and operation of the facility itself. .
-. Such fee shall be utilized to cover not more Than one-I#T the
.costs of the construction of the facility. whei-e-
A. Said fee shall not exceed fifty dollars.iS50.00) Per academic
semester-,
I. - The fee will be implemented in three stages:
$20.00 per semester 1st year.
$30.00 per semester 2nd year.
Remainder not to exceed fifty dollars per semester
thereafter (until construction cost is completed).
B. Said fee is to be enacted upon or after the date of issuance
of a Statement of Acceptance by the University of Maine to all
terms stated herein, made within one calendar year of the date of
acceptance of this Resolution by referendum.
STUDENT CENTER
urT s(Crroam. VIEW •36,1
B. Communication Fee
The student body increase the communication fee by $2.00 to support ASAP in the publication of the Campus Crier (The Student Weekly Calen-
dar). The Prism Yearbook, and other publications including Whetstone, Greek Beat. and Womens Center Newsletter through ASAP which will be
restructured in a cooperative student %enturc.
2 the camps. seise It
••••.......eaminle WNW
Vulmenn owelmor
11••••••••• MI•••• al am
C. Student Activity Fee-
Increse the Student Activity Fee from $1730 to $20.00.
activity fee.
These groups include:.
Student Government 
 '
Association of Graduate gtudents
Off Campus Board
Residents on Campus -
Student Legal Serrice
University of Maine Fk'aternity Board
Panhellenic Council '
American Congress on Survey and Mapping
AE Rho
Accounting Club
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This increase in funds will go to all groups and clubs that are now being funded by the
All Maine W'ornen
Ament.an Marketing Association_ _
Arnold .Air Societ)
Circle K
Economic Student AssOcIall011
Forest Fire Attack Team
International Affairs Club
Intets arsity Christian Fellowship
Maine Outing ,Club
Maine Peace Action Committee
Marne Woodsmen Team
.SAF Forest RESOUrCeS Club
Scuba Diving Club
Senior Skull Society
Sophmore Owls'
UM Photo Club'
Wildestein
Women's Center
Bumstock
Concerts
NOE
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Special Research'
Center Issue
Living off the ocean's floor
Bottom-feeding fish population is drastically dropping and
rearing b* lobsters are the areas of interest at UMaine's Darling
Center.40w
by
Doris Rygalski
The Darling ( -enter ill en Uni.ersity
et Phisitee window to the imam
'Mose are the words Dr. us Watling,
Ulliaime director (4 the Ira C. Darling Os-
ier. 'red to describe his work pine&
Nestled in a wooded area ovelipoking
the Damariscotta River, the 234-acre for-
mer estate in Vi alepole, Maine. is indeed a
window to the ocean.
Serving as a morels base tor boa
Isee DkR1.1s((, page 14)
14
*Darling
resident and %kiting faculty, the center
distributes approttimately two dozen
scientific papers every year.
Presently occupied by nine facultt
and eight to 10 graduate gists. the
studies being done vaywith each indi-
idual. said V% afli
The r how es ie. can be cate-
gpr lied int re major areas ot study —
aquae ure, the cultisation of the natu-
nt uce of w ater Irish, crab, lobster,
benthic oceanography, the study el
the sea floor and the animals lit ing there:
and coastal and submarine geolop.
1quaculture, said %% idling. is the
oldest area of research at the center.
Fie said the cultisation studies hane
been ssith the center since its beginning
in i465
%t the Darling (enter, aquaculture
focuses on deseloping hatcher tech-
niques.
The techniques. %1 atling said. assist
indisiduals throughout 511aine %she, are
interested in beginning an aquaculture
business.
The center studies whales er
kms mat arise in the aquaculture !tidos-
tr% and attempts to stork out a solution.
-%%e trs to sots e- the problems."
said %ailing. "then 'sec -.hem these t!er •
N hat in do and the go on running their
business."
%%ailing sa%s the interaction scith
the-''communits ha. alters% ed the Darting
I -enter to establish a healthy relation-
s-hip %% Oh the aquaculture- endustrs.
continued from page 13)
"%1e hase a real good running refs-
tion.hip with the aquaculture people,
he said. " perfectl free to come
h% and get information."
Lobster culturing
Lately,
studies hate
culturing.
!bough not economically viable at
the present time, the belief that there.
could possibly be a problem w ith the
lobster population has fostered the stud-i
ie..
"Some think the lobstees are in
danger of being oserfished, some people
here think it's not -likely, and there are
Stiffly Si hi i art in hetsseen.".aid %Slitting.
M ailing .ass he per.on24ls did not he-
het e there ss as a problem.
"I think the lobsters has'. been cs -
cling around for the last eight to 10 sears,
hut c%cling ta stable salese.'• he said.
I tespitt ,the -controversy. ‘1 at ling
said the center's %biter specialist. "tin
Chapman. has demonstrate d that. should
there be a need, !411.000 to 40.114111 If dist cr.
could he raised at one time through they
% :mous technique's he has des eloped.
flosses re. %S ailing '%% As quick to add
the techniques are still not economicallt
iahle Vi hen raising lobsters to sell,
ou just can't hold the lobsters for
scsen 'sears. sshich is the lime it %mild
take for them to gee to market." he said.
% stud's tricots mg %chat happens to
the center's aquaculture
been centered on lobster
--- —
Hooks sew Grant ( isommanicalt..n•
_
Sam Chapman. the Darling Center's aquaculture specialist, showing
off a lobster.
•
•
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.es Watling, interim-director of the Darling Center.
sits on one or the boaMased-fordiving and samolOw.
lobster kir% ae after'it -swims around in
plankton the passit tit floating minute
animal or plant life in a body of %%alert
before reaching ocean bottom, has almi
been ins estigated.
I. hough each female lobster .4 ill
produce I.0110 ter ,LINNI egg, per season,
the amount of predation on the %oung
lebsters Far outsseigh the chances the%
hase of ecer reaching bottom safel%.
"All the lobsters along the coast
can keep dumping eggs and eggs and
eggs. hut all the% 'II be doing is. making
fish food unless the conditions on the
bottom are right for lobsters to either dig
into or bur themselses •under cobble.
sand. gratel. or algae to hide from sisual
predators." said 11 atlin2.
l'resent1%, the center us rearing the
lar% ae to test the number iif 'situng lob-
sters that timid be supported by the t ari-
ous ty pr of sea floors !cobble, sand, and
mud).
Aside from the practical uses of the
reaf'cb the Darling ( 'enter is also put- -
ling rearietnechniques to ads antage
raising blue In& ter..
"1 hi". 're slime sort if genetic fresh
but in I r Onh he said. "The%-taste
and cook up like- a normal lobsters, but
they are missing a couple of color con-
trolling genes...and so the' re
1 he cobalt colored-lobsters are not
common in nature, howeser. and, with
the help of area lobster hat-sestet. who
donate any blue lobsters they trap. the
center plans to rear as many as possible
and put them out into the ens irernment.
Settling organic matter
Smother are-a being researched lit
The Darling ('enter involves benthic ecuil-
ug,%.
%1atling says the studies in henthic
ecology primarily deal with what hap-
pens with the organk. matter produced
hy plants when they settles in the mud
•
at the bottom of the ocean floor.
•ome organic matter decompose.,
-and mom gets buried, he- said.
5% he-n the- .buried matter. 5% ailing
e•plained, gets e hemicalls transform'e'd.
it prosody. XII to 90 percent of the marine-
animals %% Oh food.
Re-cause' such a great proportion of
fish Ilse sift the food on the sea's floor.
the problem scith pollutants has also
hecn s ress ed.
'It turns out llsat most of the pi Mut
ant.s that go inter the- 'seaters an'. V4 here- in
the scorld. %4 het h t• r in the I sulf of Maine
or any where else, usual's wind up in the
bottom muds.- he said.
ater pollutants
Some pollutants that hate heti'
found on the ocean's floor include p4,1 -
%cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons s 11 -.
contaminants that come from the
bustion of fossil fuels and other natural
decompositions of ...acts things as oals
leases, • an poltibliirimited hiphenals
'HI and toxic presert alit es that see r)
once put into engine and generatiir iii Is
l'ause fur concern- said %idling.
.comes from the fact that fish aren't m-
kt-lite about the matter they ingest.
"Animals living at the botteun oaf
svcallosc the mud that isin front of theta.-
he said. "A lot of what is ingested is lateen
cared of b% selectise digestion set hi* %
don't wiirry use much about %%hat got-s in
their nyouth.."
hoOtser, %%titling said he helieses
-there is no need for alarm at the present
time.
"the-re' was a fuss because PUB,
were found in the Gulf of Hagsr ih.derp
water 2XII metersi.- he said. "o one'
figured there would litany confarninants
because the t •ulf was supposed to he nice
(see DAR-LING page 151
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Scientists from around the world to meet at Maine
For tho fIrti Ow is liailfentty .rof
Matey ilister,. edialloo.. seholarr, soil'
Center for theStudy of ditFirst Ameri-
eons, said,"the conferenceshould pro-
came 12.01X1 sears ago. lionnichsen
said there is new es idence in Flraril
,
and the First Americans" will be held.
The s% mposium is the third goal of
&vocational archeologists from around the y ide an fivers iea or statement on where that suggests the first people act uall! the conference.
world. se ill join together at t Maine to the knowledge is at on the spread of our came here 60,0(X) years ago. The re- there is no clear policy or legal
discuss the peopling of the Am ericas. species." searchers from Braril will be bringing foundation in the t nited States re-
Hie losf-dse co•vereibee 1•. be beld The conference has three main ob- their esidence with them to the confer- garding the archeological record.
Ala% 24 - 2X at the Maitre Center for the jecthes. The first goal is an attempt to ence. lionnichsen said. 'there are early
rt.. is sponsored hy the UMaine ( 'enter put together the purrle of American "If the data from Braiil is cur- human sites that occur in the private
for the Study of the First Americans. the origins. The second goad is to unite all rect." he said. "it will challenge the sector. As it stands now, there is no
National Park Senice, the National I ;co- those interested in the archeological definition of the antiquity of humans insurance these finding will be pre-
graphic Sot-iet, and the Nerner-I•ren record of .1merican prehistory, includ- in the Americas." seryed for the public.
Foundation.
scientists from 1 hina. the SI I s iet
ing pri% ate collectors, policy makers,
educators and authors. The third goal
.the researchers in Kra/il ha‘e
found tools that haYe been radio car-
It is hoped the conference will
establish these much needed guide-
1 Mon. Korea. Japan. and North and is to establish national andglobal guide- hon dated to be 60,000 years old. lines.
•••••th Americo will hein their are-heal- lines for conserNatnm and education. "American Indians set-re Aii%e at -1 he Archeological record is for
I pgitail collections and latest findings to Konnichsen said he espects some the same time- there set-re Neander• all people of all times." Konnichsen
the conference, along with their theories surprises Income from the conference. thals in F urope." he said. said.
about the peopling of the Americas.
Robson Ronnichsen. director of the
It is generally accepted that the
- —first pea* to come to the Americas
on the last this of the conference.
a s% mposium titled "The Public trust - Debbie Dutton
.
and pristine....
1 he trine ern. according to N ailing.
v4.1. -naive- be-cause 14 Ks can he
found veer% w here.
"i %ill the 1ntarctic. which is as
far awaY from anything as you could
get. has 14 Its.- he said. •• they just
Ira% el in the at
addition. %ailing said the cf.
frets of the contaminants hJvc '.ut ht.
trsted.
•• I he t hemit al% aren't good for the
animals. I' Ill sur c of that... he said, "but
no one knows how concentrated the
chemie als must be before-04re k prob-
lem."
One area that does hase the
••••./
Darling I enter concerned is the drop
in the fish population.
In spite of the abundant suppl
of Food aeadable on the ocean bottom,
%%ailing said, the supple of fish is de'-
dining at a steady rate.
"so, one knows seh, hut the
landing for flounder. haddock. and all
bottom-feeding fish hat- been drop-
ping like a stone since 1981.19%2." he.
said.
laws to restrict fishing ha‘e
been installed. said %% atling. because
there is no direct e% idence to indicate
that the decline M fish could 1w due to
0%erfishing.
"I'm sure it bas something to do
photo see Grant r •omoiti niceties'
quacuIture specialist Sam Chapman holds a female, or
berri(-d. lobster with thousands of eggs attached to her tail.
continued from pit. 14) - •
pboiotiee Graaf 'oriensuoicadoes
The Darling Center boat launching pad overtOotts '
the Damariscotta Ri‘er.
with it. hut it's tiot the whole stor%." he said
One theor the Darling 4 enter is irises.
tigating is that the fish could be experiencing
some long-term cycling tendencies that ha%
ne er been studied before, but Watling says
the. theory is just a gums.
Proposals hase been Made to in%estigate
the Matter further, he said, and the center is
ai; ink for the programs to he funded.
The third area of study at the center in.
%ohes coastal anci submarine geology. -
'the research in% % es how natural emo-
tion processes ore affected b, the platiemeof of
coastal homes on *he shoreline, and the ancient
history of the GUI( of' Maim..
V. ith a clearer understanding iif how the
Golf seas formed. both plesicall and hiologi-
call% effectiee decisions could he made on
what changes ma :e be necessary in the future,
according to a 1986 annual report h% the
Darling Center.
Though the distance that separates the
Darling Center and the t %taint. campus M,
significant V.alepole is approximately 110
miles southwest of Orono), Vk ailing says the
center should be thought of as just another fa-
-citify at the university.
The distance the Darling ( enter is from
1:Maine' is a historical matter. said Nailing.
- in 1965 %hen the land waS donated to
CMaine, unisersity administrators decided the
iiirj nould be used for a marine research
lab becanwilttr- depa rtmerdis as without a
research center.
But. like any other t Maine department.
he said, the center's budget of $320.000 is
allotted by the tini%ersil% each yearfor mainte-
nance.co.ts and staff saliiitc. 7
The center's lab equipment and 34-foot
boat ”that-hav. be-en any whezie_wy The Maine
coast that you can go," is also a% ailahle to any
student with a legitimate research project, he
said.
And, to hack up the in%itation. %%ailing
says, a daily shuttle. is also a% ailable for students
who may be discouraged hy the lack of trans-
portation.
"I'd e to ha% e them come doun." he said.
•
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Disgraceland
Elvis Hitler
DiAgracdand is are-release int Restless
Records. originall recorded in 1987 for the
independent V. anghead Records label. I he
. Restless release reatures a ilex% mix and nes%
work.
MUSIC REVIEWS Shock of The New
The music on Disgraceland combines punk. metal
and rockabillY influence.: the tune that will garner the
. most attention here is Green Haze.% hich combinesthp-
music from Jinii Hendriii. Purple Hare with the tyfics.,
" • from the 'tireen %ere." tele% ision theme-sting. 4n- --
spired insanity? .1 ou bet! It's one g tune and well
worth the price of admission.' I rest of the albuni
isn't quite as inspired. tunesore- solid.- and-
there's some escellent--guitar work. Some tunes to
- Chetroiat Ardfitlioddrin a t'adittar:-.floritatholfrit;
Rocking 1/rerRassia and Black Rabies Datiethe on Fire;
In l9/i5 James Hitler changed his name to IA% is.
combining the names of two biggest osernight sensa-
tions in the Moor, of the world...F.1%i. Hitler di*s niit
stand for fascism or racial tint red. but tht iconoclastic
spirit inherent in the greatest rock and roll.
I don't think I can go as far as to say that Die.
graceland,could be classified together with the greatest
rock and roll albums. but ills a ,fine album that
deser.es to he listened to!
b‘
Mkchael Murphy
Disgracelan
Shock of the Nes%
Brad Goode
In ans competiti‘e business a new kid on the
block with a lot of talent often ends up doing what the
‘eterans evert or want him to try and fit in. the kids
who use these esperiences to their ads antage find that
t hey791tilibifter-Wlien they express their own ideavac7—
well as *ones that are curreitipadar.-Theseitt
the type!) of kids who will come to beregtarded with the
Miles Davisec of the nest generation.
Brad t :node has discosered thaj in the jai, r Odd
'iuu'v got. TOW) for yourself first and '01hers--musi-
clans and fans --will accept that as good tor anti.
(,node says he went through a prrool of pia% Inv,
_other musicians. Pitting things min
a package. nice and neat. "hut I'm too impatient to play
Aike_titatany murr..ljustwant luimpros lags
fans and trumpet losers. this is great Ilt•Wc:-
'Week of ite ew opens with (loci Radio. a tune
that starts by jarring you awake with an alarm clock
buli and then continues with a funk). meaty fusion of
sties. Barry Viinograd pros ides the %owe of the DJ
featured on this cut. 1t times. between spoken parts by
Winograd. the musk sounds like it would go well with
a chase scene in a spy musk, a la James Bond.
Brad (ode is a talent who has armed and scull
hopcfull stay for a king time. ‘s he seas imi% 24 at the
time of this recording. he has a hint!. bright future-
ahead of him.
Movies Off the Shelf
Glenn Bay field
DIE, 11 kin)
‘ction, adventure and special ef-
fects-- Die Hard has thest and much
more.
The titk flts this movie perfectly. Me Herd is
about a N.Y. cop who is iisiting his wile and family.
N%1Ill lice in LA.. user Christmas. His wife works for
a large Japanese company called The Nakatomi
Coseepoloy. The evening he arrives ho L.A., • bawd of
international terrorists/robbers take over the SI aka-
tomi building in an attempt to rob the large corn-
puny-bank vault, which-at the time was fun' of bunts.
Centerpiece
-The Daily Maine Campus
Feature Section-
-The terrorksts have everything planned down-to------ -
the "T“ escept for John. the gap, wbotries his best to
throw a monkey into the terrorists' plans. *What
follows is a series of scenes where John takes the
terrorists out one by One.
I he plot muses quickly. but is sa ell-de% Eloped and
the special effects tiresome-of-the test done. our of the
more interesting factors in Die Hard is the two
opposing grou ps. John and the terroorisf.. du not know
ser much about each other, and what they do learn
about each other, which is not much, and when they
learn it. is spell placed. The saspenseful situations are
cies er and sery realistic. keeping % 'ewers I en the edge
of their seats.
1
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Rhonda Morin editor
Lisa Harper asst. editor
I his is not one of your regular shoot 'em ups. For
those who like lots of fast action. this film it is 14.7-qtich. McNeary. photograph( r
them. But there is more to the music, such as a
mother giving birth, lies causing trouble and bodies
flying out of windows. The main character. John.
played by Bruce Willis. spends as much time using his
brain as he does wiping out the had guys. It deserses
as much three and 11'2 out of four stars.
special thanks to Sea Grant
Communications for the Darling
Center photos.
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Black Bears top Colby for 14th straight
•rt
phosob7 Rids tileltiary
Maine catcher Craig Fnder tries to break np a Colby colkire d6able ploy Is sc---
lion yesterday at Makaney lhamood. The Black Bears take on st. Joseph's College
at 2:30 today at Mahaary.
Power shifts from East
to West in the AL
-4AP)----Maybe it's parity, but more like-
ly it's mediocrity. The American league
Last is now the Al. Least.
- tousy--is--e—The--flattimore--
Orioles are in first place. That'sbecause
everydrie else is below .500.
"No one got off to a good start, which
is obsious, " Baltimore's Gregg Olson
said. "We're just hangin' in."
'The Orioles, the ,worst team an
baseball last season. are leading at 9.43.
Host on. Milwaukee • -.and
Cleveland are two games below The .
break-even point, New York is three
under and Detroit. is 5-10.
Perhaps the, Al. West has finalJy
caught up. Three weeks into the season.
Texas. Oakland. Kansas City and Min-
nesota are better than anyone in the
—East, once far-and-away the strongest
division. 
_
_ Overall.- the -West is 33-18 in games
against the East. last year, East held,*
568-563 margin, its slimmest edge over
the West since 1977.
• Texas is 13-4, all against East teams.
The Rangers won their opening use road
games for the first time in history,
beating up Milwaukee and Detroit. Kan-
sas City. completed a weekend romp
'against the defending East champion
Boston Red_Sox, the RoyIti- first thiee-
game sweep at fenway Park since 1971.
Minnesota scored 35 runs in five games
against New York.
"Ent-not-too sure that there aren't four
clubs in the West that might be as good'
as the top clubs of the East." Detroit
manager Sparky Anderson said. "I do
think the power shift has switched. It
switched last year. Last year, the West
was better, but that was after 15 years of
the East being better." .
- "I don't know that we're all off to such
a slow start," he said.. "I think it's r
that the East clubs have had to play the
West clubs."
Injuries, for sure, are hurting the East.
The Yankees are without Dave Winfield
through the All-Star break, Toronto lost
Tony Fernandez, Milwaukee started
minus Paul Molitor and Juan Nieves and
Cleveland opened without John Farrell.
-- But good teams win despite injuries.
— 
Oakland has a five-game hitting streak
-fwithiput Jose Canseco and Mark
' McGuire.
"The goodthing about going bad the
way we are right now is no one else in
the Al. East is hot." Boston's Jim
Rice said. "No one is running away from
' us. "
(see Al. page 19)
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer e
Maybe it was only Colby College, and
_maybe tise .score was only .3.4. but the
University of Maine baseball team won
its,14th straight game and made Head
-Coach John Winkin happy.
"We got what we wanted," Winkin
said. "We arc playing well and every win
counts. It is hard to play at the level we
have been at and be as high as we are
all the time.
This may be a reflection of the
number of games UMaine has played, as
Winkin's team has had five in the last
• four days.
The Black Bears had ample oppor,.._
'-tunities to score more than their three ,
—runs,. but Colby pitcher Chip Kispert
UMaine down.
The Mules' problem was fielding (six
—4rrors) and an inability to get ha* hits
(three total) off three UMaine pitchers.
Gary Taylor got the win for UMaine
but let up the first run of the game in
the top of the third inning due to some
wildness:
Colby's Frank Toce and Mitch Rogers
walked to open up the third, Steve Rand
sacrificed the runners to second and
third before Todd O'Connor's• RBI
grounder gave the yisitors a 1-0 lead.
UMaine tied the score in the fourth
when Mari Sweeney doubled to left field
and came home on a single by Craig
Ender.
Errors helped the Black Bears score
their final two runs in the fifth.
After a Mike Dutil single, Sweeney hit
a grounder to third baseman Toce, who
promptly overthrew first base.
Rob Beal singled with the bases load-
ed to drive in two runs and break the I-1
tic. • - -
Col* (4-12 Oil the season) did have a
serious threat in the seventh when Chris
White and Jay Olsen blooped singles
and advanced to second and third on a
ground out.
Ted Novio, who relieved Taylor in the
sixth, buckled down and struck out
Rogers to end the inning
JUnDilhon pitched the ninth to get his
'first save.
"Taylor did a good job today,"
Winkin_saida. "Novio did a good set-up
job and Dillion got the save-Right now,
with a four-game lead in the Conference,
we are trying to sure up our pitching for
the tournament."
With UMaine, 22-19 on the season,
standing at 9-0 in:the ECAC New
England race and Central Connecticut
at 5-4, Winkin is already preparing for
the post -season tournament.
"In a double-elimination tournament,
you need five starters. That is why Taylor
started today. .We will, try and get them
.fout Starts each befote
The three ,players unavailable for du-
ty will be. returning soon, according to
Winkin. -
Tim Scott, the freshman 'Second
baseman, should be recovered enough
from his pneumonia to play in one of the
two games with the University of
Southern Maine Wednesday.
Backup catcher Paul Kelliher and
reserve infielder Bill Ant home may also
see action against USM.
• SS
In the 13 games before Colby, all
UMaine wins, the Black Bears have
averaged 9.2 runs a game, while giving
up only 3.1.
Colby's Chip Kispert is the first pit-
cher to hold UMaine under four runs
since a 5-3 loss to New York Tech, the
last time UMaine lost.
• .• •
UMaine' i Mark Sweeney extended his
hitting streak tei 10 games with a bunt
single in the first inning.
Don Hutchinson went into yest
game leading the Black Bears with a
average, with Sweeney second at .358.
Hutchinson and Dutil lead UMaine
with 29 RBIs each.
• • •
UMaine will host St. Joseph's College
today at 2:30 before hosting USM for a
doubleheader Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Black -athlete debate
airs., tonight on NBC
by Joe GrInt be featured on the program. The show
Staff Writer was produced before Lick's comments
were made but NBC did send the univer-
sity a copy to view which Lick and Adrie
Nab, vice president of Public Affairs,
have seen.
The documentary will report that •
basketball has become more of a city
game than a black game.
It will begin with a focus on why
basketball has become a primarily black
sport in America with the exploration of
social and cultural conditions that have
turned the inner-city schoolyards into a
haven for aspiring black athletes.
\The scientific aspect of the debate will
also be explored.
According to art,NBC press release,
compelling es idence suggests that blacks
have an advantage over whites at birth,
in the early development of motor skills,
and as adults.
NBC states there is a domination of
professional sports by black athletes as
(see SISC page 19)
A silent debate that has existed for
generations in locker rooms, press boxes
and in a majority of sports fans' living
rooms is whether black athletes are bet-
ter than white athletes.
Tonight, NBC(W1.11Z Channel 2) will
tackle the topic and bring the issue to the
public in a one-hour special titled "Black
Athletes: Fact and Fiction" at 10 p.m.
with NBC News anchor Tom Brokaw.
"People say it's a high risk proposition
(to do the show)," said Brokaw, accor•
ding to NBC Media representative Helen
Manasian.
"But there is a need to lift the great
underground debate from the barroom
and deal with it. ia-a- rational was."
Although University of Maine Presi-
dent Dale Lick came under fire from
Maine legislators and student govern-
ment leaders on March 2,8 for saying
black athletes can "outjump white
athletes on the average," he will not
•
,
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'Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-74 I 4
and leave a Message for Mrs. Strawn
•
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Peete a day too late
in .the league draft
In other words, it was a da for ues-
tion marks and kickers, like Chris 1 icke
of ibtas-E1 Paso, taken by. Green Bal on
the sixth round; Pete Stcryanovich. at .
time All-American soccer player fr ,m •
-Indiana, taken by Miami on the seven It,
and Kendall Trainor of Arkansas. on • he
ninth by the Cardinals, who have sp. m
But ?then the draft resumed Monday4
he was the second.pleyer taken, albeit on
the sixth round, chosen by the Detroit
Lions one pick after the Los Angeles
Raiders had taken another quarterback.
Jeff Francis of Tennessee That made
• Peete the ninth quarterback to go
--aJthotigh_someoscoutis_had him 
. rated second behind Troy Aikman, the
top overall pick.
"I went from &vested to disap-
pointed," said Pette, who may have
lost $800.000 over four years by going
from the second round to the sixth, one
agent estimated.
Peetes selection came on a day w hen
teams began their annual search for
sleepers after taking most of the blue-
chip players in the first few rounds.
NEW YORK (AP) - For Rodney
Peete, the quick pick came a day too late.
The Heisman Trophy runnerup from
Southern California was the second
player taken Monday in the NFL draft,
on the second day.
Peet expected to go in the first two
rounds of the draft on Sunday. Instead,
he watched-seseti quarterbacks taken==.0decade looking.for_sotticone reliable to
ahead of him and lamented: "A day that put the ball through the uprights
.
ss•as supposed to be one of the mai -- Also alnounIt those chosen was Byr
citing days of my life turned out to be Sanders of Northwestern, who win Ink M
the most ,devastating.." ' by Chicago on theninth round. He is tie
older brother of Barry' Sanders. Lie
Heisman Trophy winner fro n
Oklahoma State who was the third
playas taken by Detronin the first round.
The last player taken, by Minnesota.
when the draft ended at '17 EDT after
, 16 hours abd 56 minutes over two days
was wide receiver—E'verett Tett CirOtik '
State. who was academically ineligible_
• last year.
Seattle used its 10th. round pick on
Derrick Fenner. a former North Carolina
running back who led the Atlantic Coast
Conference in rushing in 1986 but was
charged with murder in Maryland a year
later in what police ,ala was a drug-
related stiooting death of a 19-year-old
man.
[t Read the Sports Pages
General Student Senate
announces:
This week's meeting will be it 100 Nutting Hall at 6:00 pm-
Off-campus senators Gary Fogg
Peter Slcvorak Stavros Mendros Scott Thomas Beth Bryant
--- !ohn Pear-den • Tessica Loos -Erie avirig--- — Bonnie Gould— -
William Skelton Mike ,Sthtt Curtis Stone Alexander Dinapoli
"a.' •manyi • Stephane filth ant fXrIajctl
Bill Kennedy .• -
Christopher ,McCarthy
Alicia :fencer •
.krny DeLong
David •Mitchell'T-
Tom Magadieu
Roy Ulrickson Ill
Ronald Meldrum
Chad Crabtree
On-campus senators
Androscoggin Hall
Aroostook Hall
Balentine._ Chadboume_Colvin, _Estabrooke 
'Corbett. Oak. Hart: Hannibal Itarnlin -
Cumberland Hall
Dunn Hall
Gannett Hall
Hancock Halt,_
Richard Wormwood Kennebec Hail
Dawn Bowie Knox Hall
_Gary AtwooLL
---UNFILLED— • RetiabsoWSlocider Hall
Thar-v- Grant
Maureen Rosenberg
UNFILLED
Robert Bailow
Thomas Palmer
Jim Moorhead
Come see how we make a difference for you!
Somerset Hall :
York Hall. York Village
Fraternity
University College
-rhe Daih 11atn
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•
Cavs to lake on fitillW tiNSA first round
The 'Cleveland Cavaliers meet the
Chicago Bulls in a best-of-5 series that
begins Friday in Cleveland as the NBA
playoffs get underway. The Cavaliers
were 6-0 against,Chicago in the regular
season, including a 90-84 victory on
Sunday that was accomplishedi without
three of thetr starters.
"1 guess its psychological with-ink "-
Chicago forward Horace Grattergaid.
The way they've dominated us has been
  
1:--Untierteirib1LiSomehow1 WC C a n't -do
right against them:" _
Mk-Mir-Jordan, who-iv-Ott hisa:tkid-'-
straight NBA scoring title, said the Bulls
have to change their strategy to beat the
Cavaliers.
"Wese got to put the season behind
us- and play tough," he said. .
Clcseland regulars Larry Nance, Brad
:Daughter) and Mark Price missed the
(continued from page ri
tries represent 75 percent of the National
Basketball Association, 63 percent of the
\ National Fgot ball League and one-third
I the top stars in major league baseball.
he *special features a number of
ath es. scientists and experts On the
sub
At appearing on the program are
NBA St Julius -Erving, Spud Webb
and Dons ue Wilkins; Kenyan run-
ners Paul Eras Ibrahim, Hussein and
Kipchoge. Keino, tennis great Arthur
Ashe: and Mike Schmidt of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Olympic gold medaL winner Carl
Lewis. who was quoted n the press
release as saying -generally, he blacks.
Titrinistezare made better." will 'also
be on the show. Other partici is in-
dude Stanford University track s ch
--Brooks-Johnson, University ofiCall
nig sociologist Harry Edwards, Uni
sity of, Texas anthropologist Robert.
!vlalina, and scientists Gideon Ariel.and
Claude Bouchard,
- -The group of guests will join Brokaw
for half-hour roundtable discussion at
11-30 p.m., following the local news. •
AL
(condmised 'from page 17)
The Red Sox won the division last year
with 89 victories, the fewest ever for an
AL East champion. Still. five East tesuns
 
;500-lastar--compared-to 
ihreein the West.
„Whether .the trend cbntinues might
depend on the weather. At least, that's
what some East players say.
"-Look at the Angels. They go from
Palm Springs in spring training to
Anaheim, wherethe climate is basicalls
the same/Rims in cold weather have to
-----go-4ront-one extreme-to-the other."
Cleveland's Brook Jacoby said..
"Maybe we've all played in bad —
weather,-" New York's Tommy John 
said. "The West teams are usually play-
ing out there. The only team in the West
that gets bad weather is Chicago.'
"I think when it's all said and done,
there probably will be five or six teams
in the East over .500, and maybe even
- sewen.-TheApday_saltimore' is playing.
he said.
regular-season finale with injuries, but -
the bench came through. Rookie Ran-
dolph Keys had a career-high 19 points
and Darnell Valentine added 14 as
Cleveland's reserves outscored their
Chicago counterparts 47-30.
Cleveland Coach Lenny Wilkins said
the sictory -gave our so-called backup
people confidence, and it certainly.;
doesn't hurt the coaches' confidence to '
know that if someone else isn't doing the
jot%--.1-can come sn-with-these people.,"
771 Four ppening-round series begin on
-TN-May; Mil wa uket at Alton tt.
Philadelphia at New York, Golden State
at Utah and Denver at Phoenix.
The Celtics, who didn't gain a playoff
berth until the final day of the regular
season, are heavy underdogs against the
Pistons, who had the best record in the
league.
To win the series, Boston must win
one game on the road. The problem is,
the Celtics, didn't beat a winning team
on the road all season. -
"They can be a major problem,"
Detroit Coach Chuck Daly said. "It is
critical that we win at hOme. To steal a
game in Boston is tough, no matter. who
is playing. They still have a great lowpost
game with Kevin McHale and Robert
Parish, which has always given us pro-
bleins.11
1b—nnike matters worse, Larry Bird
will probably miss the series. Although
he was placed on the playoff roster Sun-
day, Bird still isn't fully recover from foot
Miler.•
"This team has faced a lot of difficul-
ty," Boston coach Jimmy Rodgers
said. "They never quit."
The takers open their bid for a third
consecutive NBA, title Thursday night
against Portland, which needed an over-
time win Over Sacramento Sunday to
make the playoffs."
"We have our work cut out for us,"
said Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who is retir-
ing after the playoffs. "But I do think
we're lepitimate contenders"
• -
Philadelphia-had -a-4-2 edge over New
York in the regular season, but the Nicks
have the homecourt advantage in their.
Playoff series.
"I don't want anybody on this team
thinking that just because we beat them
.during the season that we should be
overconfident," Philadelphia torward
Charlbs Barkleysaid
'.711414Z alma /yaw 
Monday Apnl 24
Id" .P4101
Hauck Cirrle trom 100.12-00
A hand will play
F 'reworks
Only $350
' Wednesday April 26
-•atialt171 -2142 4410. tollIti41 
unn.1-rso Club from 5:00-7-00
-Outstanding Student Awards Presented
-Guest Speaker
W
Thursday April 27 
t. tfJ 
—.6007:30 Den
.7:309:00 Yianns's
Akaa-ky3o El Owsço'I
.1030 on Caddy's
Saturday April. 29
.aiJb.0 JA4...44b2 
10:15 Steam plant parking lot
-rm and White Brunch
••tuirt *doe 0:00.)00
Buffet
Champagne Toast
-Only 5 . 50
CaUenitila12tliV 41411  
-Den Inarn 9:00-100
-Band -,Ast the Facts
Thursday May 4
4i#2t-JJb .141110 02 Jw‘Utis.1 U-bat OD
Progressive Night from 9 00 I 00
-At the Oronolia
-Admission at Door
fridaN May 544.Q:1mit rblio.lauo 
Rarn-ada Inn
Pool Side Cocktas!: at 00
Dinner at 8 00
-Bar* Cool and the Charmers from
_ Onls $1500
.4 *OW Available at a Discounted Rate
AZZtilbafndaY
9 00 I 00
12
4MM
-Person to Person
-The Boy:
The Renegades
lobstenSteak dinner
$600
• Please take the buses schedule available at the booth in the Union
• All highlighted information tickets available in the Union
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PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes
• 1 Mb memory
• 80286 110 MHz) processor
• One 3.5- diskette drive 1 44 Mb)
• 20 Mb fixed disk drive
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0, Microsoft' Windows 286.
Word and hDC Windows Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to go!
Your Price*
$2,399."
The Daily Maine Campus. Ibesday, April 25, 1989.
.,fick a hot Iiitfrom-113M.
Top of the charts in quality and
value. This special 'offer is
unbelievable, so pick one of these
hot hits. Exciting, easy-toruse
selected software-isloadea_itnd
ready to go. Students, faculty and
- staff won't find a better time to
put one of these great performers
into action. Stop in and check
them out today! Hurry, offer
expires June 30,1989.
•awww11111110
111111E51111112.7t,
Pick-Hit
PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes-
• 1 Mb memory
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• One 3 5- diskette drive (1 44 MI4
• 30 Mb fixed disk drive
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture-
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4 0, Microsoft Windows/286.
Word. Excel and hDC Windows
Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to go!
Your Price*
$2,799."
Oftliaaw IMMINII101111
Aar
walllaiderar  z
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes
• 2 Mb memory
• 80386 (16 MHz) processor
• One 3 5- diskette drive (1 44 Mb)
• 60 Mb fixed disk drive
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4 0. Microsoft Windows-386,
Word. Excel and hDC Windows
Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to go!
Your Price*$4449.00
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
(207) 581-2510 MIP
n1 MOM
NM MN MEM IMMO
11
IMO 4=1 WM IMP MI
IMO II MIMI
11II • IMMII
'This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031 or 8570-E6
1 on or before June 30
1989 Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling a
nd, or processing charges Check with
your institution regarding these charges. Orders are sublect to availability IBM may withdra
w the promotion al any time without written notice.
tam Peesonal System/2 and PS-2 are registered trademarks of Insernational &won tilactiones Corporation 4
344 Macro Coen. Aramapckire at a trademark Of ISM Corporation
Microsoft rs • registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation ••13C Windows Express rs 
a tradernsoi of Om PC Computer Gorporatior.
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Cycling club looks to 
-LEARN. ABOUT CAREERS IN:
expand its merliber
by Kathy- Brown .
'Special for the Canipios
The University of Maine cvvling club
has been in existence since the fall of
1986, and one of its founding znembers.
Would.like to see more-participation trom
students.
"I flhere's any chance someone might
join. they should come out and try it, "
said Steve Hand, the secretars of the
club. "It's an exciting sport. "
The cjitb-ecienifeted in a national race
in California last year. finishing 27th out
.of the 36 teantsjn attendance_
'7.The funniest part of a trip (like this)
is the irou. p of people you're with, and
the atmosphere at college races is in-
credible," Hand said._
Hand encouraged beginning riders to
not be apprehensive about joining a
group Mostly made up of more ex-
perienced riders.
"Just tell them that well take them out
riding and they can see what it's like.
Even though someone is not a race-, just
an average rider, most races have open
spots for them. "
Women make up an important part of
the club's ability to compete. arid
member Jay Clausen would like to se •
more become involved.
"‘Ac have several female members in
the club and would lost to have more.
The women racers can obtain valuable
points that arc used to _determine the
team total," Clausen said.
Training and racing are nor the only
aspects of the UMainc cycling club.
"We also get together to go mountain
biking on the trails behind the Univer-
sity Forest.- On ncCavinn, we take tours
to Acadia National Park in Bar Harbor' 
Hand said.
Membership is not as high as it has
been in the past, a fact Hand attributes
to lack of knowledge about the club.
"A lot of active members in the past
have graduated or changed schools,"
Hand said. "We need to let people know
we are here."
The club_ meets daily at 3:30 p.m.
behind Cumberland Hall and is Awn-
ing a race on the campus Sunday, April
30 from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
• A women's race and three tallies :aces
are scheduled.
• The men's participants will enter the •
race which best- fits their comialition
Following the women's race, a C race
will have the men who are beginners,
with a B race next for intermediates and -
an A race for experts..
While only club members are allowed
to compete, the team would appreciate
anyone who would like to watch the
raCCS.
For further information, contact the
Recreational Sports Office in Memorial
Gym, club president Dave Albright at
866-2287 or Clausen at 404 Estabrook
Hall.
TV PRODUCTION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
NATURAL RESOURCES
Three UMAINE AWMN1-will talk about
their careers and answer—questions:
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 at 10:00 a.m.
MEMORIAL UNION
SUTTON LOUNGE
Smeared * the PUNE MENTOR PROGRAM,
GREER MYER.
21
Dayeny )))*I
If we were to assure the nght of people to take up their abode
in new lands. but not to secure the well-being and dignity of those
who remain.
If we were to end a single genocide but not stop the wars that kill
people as we sit here.
If we were to end those bloods wars but not disarm the nations.
It we were to disarm the nations but not prevent some people from
starving while others wallowed in luxurs.
It we were to make sure that no man starved but were not to tree
the daring poets Om their jails,
 If vim-weir-iv -*reit* poets-frern thetrimirbut-net -trate-people's
minds so that they could understand the poets.
It we were to educate all people to understand the poets but net
teach the people to share in the human community.
For the freedom ise seek is-a- freedom from bloodshed as well as a
freedom from tyrants. It is a incumbent upon us not only to remember
in tears the evildoing of the tyrants and the blood oldie is
and martyrS. but to end the letting of humanity's blood.
Next open meeting
ryesoay, ApRit 25 at 3:15 p.m.
HMO Office, BasemeNt HaNcock Hall.
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Pic Hit
PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes
• 1 Mb memory
• 80286 (10 MHz # processor
• One 3 5- diskette drive (1 44 Mb)
• 20 Mb fixed disk driye
• 8513 Color Display \
• IBM Mouse
DOS 4_0. Microsoft' WitoOwS/286
Word and hDC Windows Express."
• Software is loaded and \
ready to go!
Your Price*
$2,399."
The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday. April 25. 1989.
'Pick a hot hit from IBM.
Top of die charts in quality- and
value. This special offer is •
• unbelievable so 's pick one of these
hot hits. 'Exciting, easy-to-use
selected software is loaded and 
ready to go. Students, faculty and
staff won't find a better time to
put one of these great performers
into action. Stop in and check
then i out today! -Hurry, offer_
expires June -30,1989.
iirx4re-Ziae.r.cr:t.
Pick Hit
PS/2 ModeI•50 Z
The 8550-031 includes
• 1 Mb memory
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor 4 r
Mb)• One 3 5" diskette drive
• 30 Mb fixed disk drive •
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 40. Microsoft Wind' 1286
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to go!
\ Y Price.*\our
$2,799."
AL'
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Pick Hit
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes:
• 2 Mb memory
i 80386 (16 MHz) processor
• One 3.5" diskette drive (1.44 Mb.)
• 60 Mb fnced disk drive
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse -
• DOS 4.11_ Micro-soft Windows 386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express -
• Software It loaded and
ready to go!
Your 
Price$4,44
*
n 00
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER- —
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
(207) 581-2510 A
M
MB UM OMIM =NO
MID =MM.& au imme
Imo MI MI MI 1M MI
IMIM IP 01=111
=•• •
"This otter is limited to qualified students. faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21. 8550-031 o
r 8570-E61 on or before June 30.
1989 Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions Prices quoted do not include sales tax
. handling and. or
Pf°ce4sing
your institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time w thout
charges Checknnoto with
notice
IBivi Peso' at Syslerfv2 and PS 2 are reciSierea tradm3 ol IntlimatiOrti Ek.SeNtriS IliaMor4
4 Corporation iliCM Micro Cnanner Arc.vtecture s a traoenlars c gaa corpo,ahc.r,
Microsoft is a regtslered tray:Wrier* ot Microsoft Corporation nDC Wrnocers Express 
.4 a traoer,adi or me noc C.
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Cycling club looks to rrir""rillLEARN ABOUT CAREERS IN:
expand its members
bv Kathy Brown
Special for the Campus
The University of Maine cycling club.
has been in existence since the fall of
19116,_and one of its, founding members
wouldlike to see More participation from
students.
"If there's any chance someone might
loin, they should come out and try it,"
said Steve Hand, the ,secretary of the
club. "-It's an exciting sport. "
The club competed in a national race
in California last year, finishing 27th out
of the 36-teams in attendance.
,"-rie funniest part of a trip (like this)
. is the group of people you're with, and
.the atmosphere at collsge races is in-
credible, " Hand said. _
Hand encouraged beginning riden tO
not be apPrehensive about joining a
group - Mostly made up of more ex-
perienced riders.
"Just tell them that we'll take them out
riding and they can see what it's like.
Even though someone is not a'racer, just
an average rider, most races hase open
spots for them
Women make up an important part of
the club's ability to compete, arid
member .1s) Clausen would like to se -
more become invoked.
-We have several female members in
the club and would lose to hase , more.
I he women racers can obtain valuable
points that are used to determine the
-
team total," Clausen said.-
Training And racing are not the only
aspects of the UMaine cycling club.
"We also get together t040 mountain
biking on the trails behind the Untver-
sity..Forest. On occasion, we take tours
to Acadia National Park in Bar Harbor'
Hand said.
Membership is not as high as it has
been in the past, a fact Hand attributes
to lack of knowledge about- the club.
"A lot of active members in the past
have graduated or changed schools,"
Hand said. "We need to let people know
are here."
The club meets daily at 3:30 p.m.
behind Cumberland Hall and is plann-
ing a race on the_campus Sunday, April
10 from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
A women's race and three men's races
are scheduled.
The men's participants will enter the
race which best fits their competition
• Following the women's race, a C race
will have the men who are beginners,
wall a B race-next for intermediates and
an -A race for experts.
While only club members are allowed
to compete, the team would appreciate
anyone who iwould like to watch the
Wes.
For further inprmation, contact the
Recreational Sports Office in Memorial
Gym, club president  Dave Albright at
866-2287 or Clausen at 404 Estabrc)ok
Hall.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
NATURAL RESOURCES
•
Three UMAINE AWMNI will talk about
their careers and answer questioni
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 at 10:00 a.m.
MEMORIAL UNION
SUTTON LOUNGE
Spmsored by the MAINE MENTOR WW1,
WEER CENTER.
Dayeny )))*I
It we were to assure the nght of people to take up their abode
in new lands. but not to secure the well-being and dignity of those
who remain.
If we were to end a single genocide but not stop the wars that kill
people as we sit here..
It we were to end those bloods wars but not disarm the nations.
It we were to disarm the nations but not prevent some people from
starving while others wallowed in luxury.
It we were to make sure that no man starved but were not to tree
the daring poets from their lads,
If-e were to free-the-poets from their jalls4sits- ficit-Ipain-peepk4-*
Minds so that they could understand the poets: —
It we were to educate all people to understand the poets but not
teach the, people to share in the human communitv
For the freedornAve-seekts-a--freedom from bloodshed as well as a
•freedom from *wand. ft-  is a incumbent  upon us not only to remember
Wiwi die evildoing of the tyrants and the blood of the prophets
and martyrs. but to end the letting olliumanity's blood.
Next open meeting
ruesbay, Apnil 25 at 3:15 P.M.
HMO Office, BasemeNt HaNcOck Hall.
*
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•
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HE UMAIN
UDENT AL
JA-vSSOCIATION
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
PAST... PR ESENTWFUTURE
• DID YOU KNOW:
*WE DO SURVIVAL KITS
*WE PAINT BEAR P
*WE WANT
.
0 •
•
FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
WEDNESDAYS 600 P.M.
-
• *
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, by rifori LeClair
Bob ( lark of North W hitefield demonstrates the proper way to Wheat
a sheep during saturdaa's sheep shearing school.
Sixth annual sheep
shearing school held
by Steve Milian°
Staff Writer
About 80 people, many dressed ap-
propnitely in wool clothing, braved
a freak spring storm Saturday to learn
the art of sheep shearing at Uniscrsi-
ty of Maine's sixth annual sheep
shearing school.
While some Of the children in at-
tendance may hase felt it cruel to
defleece the . animals on such a cold
day, the instructors did what had to
be done.
• Barbara Barton, an associate pro-
fessor of Animal and Veterinary.
Sciences helped organize the esent
which wa_s held at the [Maine -sheep
barn on Stillwater .Ascnue. .-
"We try to keep this sery low
key," Barton said. "This school is
definitely for beginners. It's a real
hands-on approach to shearing."
Instructors at the twosessions- in-
 cluded sheep producers and profes-
sional shearers. • .
The school taught participants the.
basics of shearing, including an infor-
mation session on care and operation
of the electric clipper's and the pro-
per was to hold the animal during the
shearing process.
One of the most important prin-
ciples in sheep shearing is that of clip-
• ping the sheep without making any
"second cuts." .
"The idea is to shear the animal
without having to go over. the same
place twice," Barton said. "You
want to get all the wool off the animal
in one piece."
Wool, usually sold by the pound,
is worth more if it is in a single piece.
University sheep produce a
medium quality wool that'becomes
part. of the Maine Wool Pool. Wool
from the pool is bid on based on its
qiiality. Wake tvolA normally sells
.for about 85 cent(per pound.
"Other breeders in Maine produce
a higher quality wool," Barton
said. "These are more of-a—MW breed
and produce only a medium
wool."
In the 1.800s, raising sheep was a
big incita)to in Maine. Barton said.
—Back then, there were millions of
. sheep in the state."
Howeser, improsements in
transportation methods allowed the
industry to move westward.
"Today there are about 25,000 ewes
in the state," Barton said. "It's not
a real big industry, but there is a lot
of interest."
According to Barton, many small
and part-time farmers in Maine have
shown -an increasing amount of in-
terest in recent years.
"It's something that you can let in-
to without a lot _41 capital," she
'said. ,"Through the efforts of the
university and the Department of
Agriculture, I think it's an industry
with a future."
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTION
ADOPTION If not ready kr psenthood we
can give your baby a loving secure Maine
home Call collect 1-789-5140.
Any tfl&i iptxxi must he done in
compliance-with ktiine laws Title 22.
• Chapter
A CARING ALUM I()N HappitY marred
%tote professional foupte lh k
adopt a new-born. We, frame every ads-an
taw tor sour baby 1.14 us help you through
th diffk tat. time. Conly*ntial All expanses
paid CAll Phyllis and Mk had COLLECT
SI (an tali •
All interstate ack‘iption must be done in
cumpharke with Maine laws Tale 22 Chapter
11531
---APARTMENTS--
HELP WANTED
BAR HARBOR EMPLOYMENT at Rosalie's
Pun_ Roam proldecl. good pay and bonus
C.ALL 2844666 Keef trying 
WMES SEEKS A SPORIS IMR(lUR t.
the ()ming academic war. Position inyois,
,iordination of sports broadcasts'. staff
• coMpilinst media hockey poll Pd. wisdom
work studs available. Apply 100 Lea Annex
or Cell: 2332 wa•ek.disA 9-5
SUBLET WANTED
'
(Mei student looking ti • :rurrier
Bangorkkono area Mas Aug CALL
989-2769
ORONO AFT& how showing and lewang SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
kir next Fall—Call kir appantment
827-7231 t
SUMMER SUBLET $350 a nil ctn. I hdrrn
apt. Orono. 2 mks than campus. CATI.; Kan
5814932 Rrn 236 or Melans 581-4643
Rm 204
1.2.3.4.bedroorns in Orono
.Available May & Sept. Security deposit & rent
paid quarterly 825-3850 825-4169
FOR SALE
FORD ESCORT 78060M: Sunroof: num,
well; wry .dmendabk 866-5687
MC. ESHER TShirb at Burnstod New
selection of Tie-dyes with Burnstock 89 logo.
1981 fiat $695: 1981 VW Rabbit Diesel
$1195. 1976 Volvo $999, CAL 989-6168
HOMES FOR'REN1' •
SUMMER HOME FOR RENT. lakefront
waive: sleeps 6. sad and motorboats -
allowed Ise said deck July/Aug
$2.600/m6 (203) 877-6524
"LOST-AND-FOUND-
KEYS FOUND last week at the Dads Maine
Caurnpan Contact Doug Kesel; 1270
IOST: WALLEI. Tuesday morning. 800
Please contact Scott_ 866-7411
IOST LEATHER MAHOGANY BILLFOLD
clicappeanNi horn Older ,Health Center on 
Monday 4/17. If any idea whelre it may be
PLEASE CALI Cutler Health Center at 4000
[he Mold holds Invaluable Rlsonallatems.
REWARD. , NO (XESTK)NS ASKED
LOST GREY AND-PINK SCHWTNN
Racing Bike. 12 Speed (Girls style).
World Sport:IMPORTANT: II ypu KNOW'
ANYTHING—ABOUT—THIS BIKE-PLEASE
CALL. I Ar49FTERING A REWARD List
seen in the back of Cumberland Hall
Katie 581-4931
1()UND:- MM. COLLEGE KEY CHAIN
with Girl's Lawrence High class nng and
Hughes Bros bottle opener Found between
.kridniscOggin and Knox Hall. CALL, lean
Sinclair Rm 221 An 581-4914
RAR HARBOR SUMMER STMT
SLA KAYAKING GUIDES •
Coastal Kayaking laurs of Bar Harbor is
seeking fuddled men and.werrien to work as
guides k•ckIng halkias. lull das. and muli, -
day tours in the Acadia National Park an
You must (niers working independent's. and
posses good lea:cis/tip skills Maine Guides
License a plus.
BIKE SHOP STAFt •
adia Bike and Cant e of Bar Harbor seeks
surnmel staff k work .1 its busy bike
n-ntal/tour operation. 11 ou like bikes
and enjoy woriung with the ooblk waxpi
like to hear from you
BIKE MECHANIC:
Mechank wanted to sIfirk in the mainienarke
and repair of our rental fleet of 1:.0 Cannon-
dale and Nishilu bikes You will hart Ile repairs
of CUSIDITIMS bikes as well sj should have
a basic working knowledge of bike icarkiir
REPLY TO: ACADIA BIKE AND
CANOE/COASTAL KAI:AIONG TOURS Inc
PO. Box 405. Bar Hartx..a. ME 04609, or
telephone 288-9605-- .
COOPERATIBE .EDUCAIION CREDITS
.AVAILABLE.
vs. 
-THIREI-AJOB FOR--YOLLIN SUM MLR
CAMP - The American Camping Asspciati in
(NY) will make Your application avad io owr
300 can in the Northeast Exciting oppo,
tundies kit college students ancEproiessiona.,.
FtisitiOrd avail all. land and water sports
AKies. kitchen. maintenance. COLLEGI
CREDIT AVAILABLE CALL OR WRIT}
FOR ',APPLICATION.:
AMERICAN CAMPING ,ASSOCIATION
43-W 23 St., New York, NY 10010
1-800-77 -CAMP
MAINE RESIDENT GIRLS CAMP 6/24
8/18. Lovely setting on lake. active program
tennis: sailing: canoeing, weaving: drama. arts
& crafts WRITT. Mrs John Fntts.
Ness Vernon. New Jersey. 07976
Or Call: (201) 538-5409
PERSONALS
Mare-You're a wild on for sure'
Who would have guessed-you woutc
leave your watch at J's house st
think you did it on purpose Let me
in on it the next time huh' --Your
bestest runnih buddy
> ••••
•
•
fr
•
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/Win le I data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
ZENITH
'DATA-SYSTEMS
Z-286LP
DES 1)P PC
-GREAT
THINGS
, DO COME IN
SMALL
.-- -_...._ infr.:7.1. 4 i 75 77.4 • • I Av
ip s A s li s
--
ttn
 \
 PACKAGEStsp..
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN-
FOR RE WORM' 110N, PLEASE CONTACT:
MICROCOMPUTER
SOURCE CENTER
JNSTRUCTIONAJ. SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIM HALL, UM
(201)581-2510
Amman Express,VISA IlislevCard Cif& Cards AcrepiNeN
_ - -
MOUSE
AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS
INCLUDED FREE
IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF IBM CORP
Microsoft Windows is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corri
PACO idled lo dime wawa mice.
Ala
_
r--
-
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